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Large-scale institutional allocations to
Canadian hedge funds have been hard to
come by. Many managers spent most of last
year pitching, only to come up short. No one
is quite sure why the bulk of schemes
managing Canadians’ retirement money,
barring Omers and Ontario Teachers Pension
Plan, the country’s largest pension funds,
have kept hedge funds at bay.

After all, the industry has grown rapidly
over the last two years to more than 250
funds managing CAD30bn of assets. Some
of the country’s biggest managers, such as
CAD2.2bn Front Street Capital, have
amassed long and respectable track records.
But industry participants are quick to point
out a suspect: scandals.

The reputation of the country’s fledgling
hedge fund industry nose-dived in 2004 due
to alleged fraud at Montreal-based Norshield
Asset Management and Portus Alternative
Asset Management of Toronto. Norshield is
accused of inflating assets over four years
while Portus, currently in bankruptcy
proceedings, is alleged to have diverted
assets to defray fees and costs. Investors are
bracing themselves to write off much of the
capital they allocated to the two managers. 

Aftershocks are still being felt. For
example, the Portus saga took a new twist
last month when insurer and investment
adviser Manulife Securities International, a
marketer of Portus, brought a CAD1.6bn class
action lawsuit against French-based bank
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The Canadian hedge fund marketplace has
been growing vigorously over the past
couple of years, keeping pace with
international trends. This growth has been
compounded by the rise of energy and
precious metals, both major constituents on
Canadian exchanges. Many managers in the
marketplace keep a very finely tuned eye on
the energy and mining sectors, and at least
part of the allocations to the country’s hedge
funds, particularly from international
investors, are a play into these booming
markets.

Canada has a savings and investment
culture and self-managed retirement savings
are common - resulting in a sizable, well-
educated investment management
community. As alternative investment
strategies have moved into the mainstream,
many of Canada’s asset managers have kept
abreast of these innovations and are starting
to provide them for their clients. 

In its capacity as a fund administrator and
custodian, RBC Dexia services assets on
behalf of a wide range of investment
managers, ranging from pension funds to
long-only asset managers and hedge funds,
and we see the use of alternative strategies
beginning to extend from the pure hedge
fund community to more traditional asset
managers. 

In the past two years, Canada’s securities
regulators have begun allowing mutual funds
access to shorting and we have several
institutional clients looking into and operating

emerging approaches such as 130/30
strategies.

RBC Dexia provides administration,
custody, record-keeping and securities
lending services to many Canadian hedge
funds, and a growing number of these
clients also utilise our securities borrowing
and financing products. We also provide
several ancillary services including portfolio
analytics and foreign exchange trading to our
clients.

Part of our strategic focus is to provide a
complete set of services to the alternative
community; we are focused on this goal
and are investing heavily in our technology
and capabilities. These investments will also
benefit traditional asset managers as they
begin to embrace shorting – a trend we see
as a natural progression for the asset
management community. 

As it becomes harder to draw the line
between alternative and conventional
investment strategies, we expect to see
many traditional asset managers taking on
long/short approaches to hedge their
portfolios. 

One of the innovative facets of RBC
Dexia’s product range is our ability to provide
securities borrowing and financing products
to these managers as they hedge their
portfolios. We believe this business offers
great possibilities for us to extend our
relationship beyond post-trade servicing by
supporting their portfolio construction
strategies. ■
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Société Générale, which issued so-called
principal protected notes used by Portus to
fund hedge fund investments.

Then last year, funds of funds were stung
by mistimed natural gas trades made by
Brian Hunter, who wiped out USD6.6bn of
New York-based Amaranth Advisors’ assets
via his Calgary operation, leading to the
collapse of the once high-flying investment
manager. “Clouds hung over the industry
after recent scandals,” says Patricia Koval, a
partner at Toronto law firm Tory’s. “But
they’re blowing away.”

Regulators are attempting to introduce
changes in the industry aimed at reducing
the risk of similar upsets in the future.
Currently only firms managing portfolio
assets need to be registered with their
provincial regulator, but the federal
supervisory authority, the Canadian
Securities Administrators, is proposing that
all hedge funds be registered via its
Registration Reform Project. The Montreal-
based CSA wants to ensure that managers
meet capital adequacy and insurance
requirements and that there are no conflicts
of interest in the way capital is managed.

Phil Schmitt, who runs Toronto-based
Summerwood Capital and heads the 80-
member Canadian chapter of the Alternative
Investment Management Association, says
that although the country’s hedge fund
regulations predate recent blow-ups, they have
served the country well. However, Schmitt
argues that the new registration rule would be
welcome because it would allow regulators to
“cast a wider net”. The Aima chapter is

working on numerous fronts to keep
participants in step with changing rules, and is
making efforts to boost investor awareness.

The CSA also plans to release a policy
statement soon on risks and disclosures
associated with principal protected notes,
which essentially are bond-like instruments
popular among investors that are risk-averse
and seek capital protection. Investors have
so far put billions of dollars into such
investments, awarding a fee windfall to the
banks and insurers that sponsor them and
providing capital protection.

The regulator believes that investors aren’t
getting adequate disclosure regarding fees,
risks, underlying investments and structuring
of such products, and hence could be
vulnerable to unexpected losses. In addition,
some distributors may be offering these
products to investors for whom they are
unsuitable.

The CSA also sees pitfalls in the way
investor referrals work within the network of
broker/dealers and other distributors, which
may refer such investments without disclosing
the fees they stand to make from selling
them. Dealers, in addition, have to be
knowledgeable about hedge funds so that
they can match clients’ investment goals and
risk profiles to the products.

Additionally, the federal regulator wants
managers to improve the disclosure they
offer in offering memorandums and
prospectuses. It seeks clarity on historic
returns, other performance data, fees and
costs for investors, and it wants hedge funds
to become more transparent about the way
they conduct net asset value calculations
and other aspects of their business. 

However, in January this year the CSA
concluded that the rules governing hedge
funds are largely adequate and only need to
be tweaked. “We’re not expecting to see any
drastic changes from the regulatory
perspective,” Koval says. “The new regime
will slightly increase the administrative
burden, but the industry is well prepared. The
changes are viewed as a minor impediment.
They’ll only be an annoyance, not a killer.”

The CSA’s investigation included a survey
of 13 managers running assets of CAD1.25bn
in 37 funds, and of nine principal-protected
notes with assets of CAD1.4bn. It was
spurred by 65 recommendations made in
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October 2006 by the Task Force to
Modernise Securities Legislation.

The body’s key recommendation was that
hedge funds needed their own regulatory
framework, just like the mutual fund industry,
because they currently sell via the ‘exempt’
market without issuance of a prospectus.
This allows them to circumvent certain
registration disclosures that issuers of other
public securities are required to make.

Meanwhile, Canada’s Senate Banking
Committee, headed by Senator Jerry
Grafstein, has been reviewing Canadian
hedge funds since the autumn of 2006,
concerned about the potential risk of hedge
funds and lack of investor education.
Hearings last November included meetings
with Jean St-Gelais, chief executive of the
Ottawa-based Autorité des Marchés
Financiers, Ontario Securities Commission
chairman David Wilson and representatives
of the federal Department of Finance.

Another facet of regulation that needs to
be addressed is the disparity of rules from
province to province, according to Miklos
Nagy, who founded Toronto-based Quadrexx
Asset Management in 2005 and now
manages a single-manager fund and a multi-
manager vehicle. He is also chairman of
Canadian Hedge Watch, a Toronto-based
provider of information about the Canadian
Hedge Fund industry with 2,000 subscribers
split evenly between Canada and the US.

Nagy notes that each of the country’s 13
provinces has its own set of regulations,
creating a complicated maze for managers
and investors to navigate. A country the size
of Canada should have harmonised rules, he
argues.

If all goes according to plan, industry
participants expect the updated regulatory
regime to be finalised by year-end; it could
be in force as early as spring 2008.
“Regulations are evolving in a positive way,”
says Richard Morin, co-founder of CAD100m
Montreal asset manager Landry Morin. “Our
ability to broadcast more information to
investors and talk more freely is good. When
information is more readily accessible, there’s
lesser chance of a blow-up such as Portus,
which was very opaque in its disclosures.

Industry participants are convinced that as
regulatory initiatives gain traction, both retail
and institutional investors will return to the

marketplace. Jeffrey Shaul, founder and chief
executive of Robson Capital Management in
Toronto, regrets the exclusion of hedge funds
from investor portfolios because of their
obvious diversification advantages.

Shaul, who markets funds tied to the
performance of Van Eck Absolute to
Canadian investors, says: “They provide non-
correlated, lower volatility access to
strategies that aren’t available through long-
only investing. Investors need to look at
hedge funds as a diversification tool to
reduce the overall volatility of their portfolio.” 

Peter Kline, who works as investment
chief at Vancouver-based fund-of-funds
operator KCS, agrees that the benefits of
hedge fund investment will eventually
outweigh the image of scandal in investors’
minds. “With the passage of time, as
investors see things done the right way,
they’ll recognise that they just can’t put all
their eggs in one basket. They’ll realise the
need for diversification in their portfolios.
They’ll see that hedge funds aren’t just
chasing mad money on the margins. They
do provide consistent returns.”

Kline says his KCS team has so far
successfully produced bond-like returns by
adhering to a consistent risk/return and low
volatility formula. He adds: “There’s a
perceived risk among institutions about
hedge fund investing. Our research shows
otherwise.”

The industry’s ability to attract institutional
investors’ money has also been hampered by
the turbo-charged performance of Canadian
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Arrow Hedge Partners, one of Canada’s
largest and most experienced providers of
alternative investments, was founded in 1999.
Arrow Hedge is headquartered in Toronto,
with its research team covering the
Canadian, US, Latin American and Asian
markets. The firm also has a Geneva office
providing additional research coverage from
a distinctively European vantage.

In addition to its strong global research
coverage, Arrow Hedge has adopted an
investment process that has capitalised on
some of the most innovative and dynamic
developments in alternative investments:
early-stage managers and strategies.
Investing in these early stage managers and
strategies represents a core differentiator of
Arrow’s investment approach.

There are many reasons for the emphasis
on the early-stage market. Competitive return
profiles relative to their more established
peers and an ability to focus on niche
markets and investment styles make these
managers an attractive source of new ideas.

Early-stage managers have more flexibility
in managing smaller pools of capital,
enabling greater tactical control into and out
of their positions. This enables Arrow to
scale additional resources into the managers
as they grow, a critical component in the
firm’s asset allocation decision-making. 

In addition, the early-stage focus
represents a more efficient method of
deploying capital that encourages longer-
term allocations, since Arrow’s investments
are able to grow alongside the assets of the
underlying manager.

These opportunities come at a price,
however. The due diligence and oversight
efforts required to assess and monitor new
managers and strategies are significant, so
any firm that aims to focus on managers at
this stage of their growth needs to approach

the task with a view to creating the
infrastructure necessary to supporting these
oversight functions. This focus has also
compounded the importance of thorough
and rigorous due diligence on all underlying
investments. Our due diligence process is a
continuing process and is designed to
capture not only the dynamics of the
investments by underlying managers but also
their business and organisational models.

Arrow uses a number of proprietary risk
tools for determining individual and
aggregate level exposures, and has
supplemented these with solutions from Bear
Measurisk, enabling even more robust risk
monitoring and measurement.

The investment model constructed by
Arrow’s research and investment management
team is showcased in various distinct fund of
funds portfolios, which are designed to suit
different investment objectives and investor
requirements. These funds of funds are at the
centre of Arrow’s business model and are
constantly monitored and rebalanced.

Arrow manages four flagship funds of
funds for Canadian investors, including a
multi-strategy product that encompasses a
broad spectrum of investment styles including
equity hedge, relative value, event-driven and
global macro. The firm’s other fund of funds
portfolios comprises a dedicated global equity
long/short strategy, a concentrated focus
portfolio, and a higher yield product for
investors seeking alternative sources of
income. Arrow has mirrored this customer-
needs approach to its offshore investors
through its Compass and Voyageur funds.

With a total of nearly USD1bn in assets
under management, the popularity and
success of both the onshore and offshore
products is a testament to Arrow’s unique
global research coverage and focused
investment process. ■

A R R O W  H E D G E
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equities over the past two to three years.
With the traditional markets delivering
between 20 and 25 per cent returns, Shaul
asks, why would investors pay a conservative
hedge fund manager the typical fees of 1 per
cent of assets and 20 per cent of gains to
obtain bond-like returns? But this obstacle is
also set to recede if some of the steam goes
out of Canadian equities.

However, others believe the next year or
two will prove to be challenging for many
hedge fund managers. Morin argues that a
large portion of Canadian players have so far
masqueraded as hedge funds and are in fact
long-biased managers, employing hedging
strategies on the margins. Given the equity
market’s strong gains over the past four
years, it has been very easy to generate
returns of between 10 and 15 per cent, but if
equities lose ground or start drifting
sideways, such managers’ skills will be
tested to the utmost.

“It has only been a one-way bull market
that has made the beta-jockeys look good,”
Morin says. “But if it moves sideways for an
extended time or moves down, we’ll see the
difference between alpha-generators and beta-
seekers. It’ll make for an interesting time.”

So what type of funds can investors
expect to see this year? Funds of funds will
continue to be the preferred route for most
first-time investors. “They are an easier sell
because of the diversification story,” Koval
says. “They still hold intuitive appeal.”
However, she believes that eventually the
smaller to mid-size pension funds will try to
mimic their bigger counterparts that are
investing directly in single-manager funds.

Industry players also expect to see more
banks distribute notes via shelf
prospectuses. In addition, mutual fund
managers are setting up close-ended listed
funds, which typically allow yearly
redemptions but have more trading flexibility
than their long-only counterparts, and which
Koval jokingly refers to as “hedge lite”.

Still, most managers are widely expected
to stick with equity long/short strategies.
Hedge fund managers are predominantly
offshoots of traditional long-only
establishments, Nagy says. “For them it was
a natural and easy transition to long/short,”
he says. “Equities are what they know best.
They haven’t done anything else before.”

Patrick Blessing, a director at Scotia
Capital’s prime brokerage business in
Toronto, also expects more mutual fund
houses to launch hedge funds this year.
Following the example of UK asset
managers earlier this decade, traditional
managers in Canada are rapidly diversifying
their product bases by offering hedge funds.
Blessing also expects to see bigger
launches: “A few years ago, you’d see hedge
funds launch with CAD5m, but now you’re
seeing launches that are significantly larger.”

At the same time, he says, domestic hedge
fund managers are beginning to allocate to
international equities. “Canada isn’t home to
international fund management talent, but
that’s slowly changing as managers start
dipping their toes into global markets with a
10 or 20 per cent allocation.” However, he
believes it will still be a while before a pure
international fund is run out of Canada.

As Canadian managers’ attempts to play
globally gather momentum, local prime
brokerages will have to scale up their
operations overseas. With the brokerage
arms of US and UK investment banks
reaching into Canada, homespun players
could get left behind if they only compete
locally, Blessing says.

Under the leadership of Jim Buckley,
Scotia’s prime brokerage already has a
presence in Toronto, London, New York and
Singapore. It also launched last year
Canada’s sole hedge fund index, which was
backtested for two years prior to its
inception and currently comprises 50
constituents.

Meanwhile, Schmitt is in early stages of
pioneering exotic strategies, such as carbon
trading, asset-backed lending and intellectual
property, in Canada. “I’m working on forward-
looking, alpha-generating products,” he says.
But such trailblazers are few and far between.
Equity long/short remains the simplest story
to tell high net worth clients, who must invest
a minimum of CAD150,000 in a single fund. 

It may still be relatively unrewarding pitching
to institutional investors, but managers are
convinced that better times are not far away.
“Scandals won’t shut this market out forever,”
Shaul says. “Regulations are tightening up.
Gradually, investor confidence is returning,
although it still might take a few years to
rebound fully.” ■
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Currently there are five key drivers of the
booming Canadian investment scene, starting
with the general decline in availability of
domestic securities. With a significant number
of local companies having been acquired by
foreign entities, a huge amount of cash is
now chasing fewer Canadian stocks.

The second element is the huge amount of
new wealth being generated through trans-
generational transfers, along with the wealth
entering Canada as the level of immigration
exceeds 250,000 a year, and the wealth effect
of soaring real estate values. At the same
time, there is a new emphasis on the pursuit
of alpha; in a relatively low interest rate
environment, people are willing to take on a
little more risk in order to obtain better returns.

The fourth driving factor is an increase in
flows between certain countries because of
the removal of limitations on certain types of
cross-border investments. A year and a half
ago, the government removed restrictions on
Canadians investing in foreign securities
through their retirement savings plans, and
there have been similar changes in other
countries such as Australia. Finally, new
money continues to come into Canada from
investors in other countries who see specific
opportunities, such as in oil and energy
investments.

In this environment, institutional investors
have been steadily building up their hedge
fund expertise. Like their counterparts in
other countries, many pension funds now
allocate a specific proportion of their total
assets to hedge funds, whether through
funds of funds or direct investment in single-
manager, single-strategy funds. Canadian
hedge funds are also enjoying some
success in attracting European investors
tapping their expertise in a niche but
currently lucrative marketplace.

However, unlike in other markets where

high net worth individuals and their family
offices blazed the trail in hedge fund
investment, in Canada they do not represent
a particularly significant part of the
investments of high net worth individuals. In
the retail market, the sector has suffered from
the bad publicity engendered by the collapse
of two local hedge funds, Portus and
Norshield, and ongoing warnings from abroad
such as the Amaranth Investors blow-up.

However, as the memory of these
incidents fades, this is likely to change, and
hedge fund investment is likely to become
more popular not only among high net worth
individuals but the mass affluent. Some
Canadian hedge fund managers such as
Arrow Hedge Partners are already offering
closed-ended products that do not carry the
high minimum investment requirements
imposed on classic hedge funds by
Canada’s provincial securities commissions.

The Canadian Securities Administrators, a
federal forum, has been examining what
changes might be necessary to protect
individual investors. Regulators such as the
Ontario Securities Commission have
concluded that regulation of investment
management is adequate, although they are
proposing to tighten registration
requirements. Meanwhile the Investment
Dealers Association of Canada, an industry
self-regulatory body, is focusing on KYC due
diligence and sales practices.

The continuing low interest yields and the
recent tax position on income trusts will
again in the long term be positive for the
hedge fund industry. The Canadian hedge
fund sector may currently be driven more by
institutional than individual investment, but as
the market matures it is likely that more high
net worth individuals will be willing to
allocate as much as 5 per cent of their
assets to hedge funds. ■
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Canada’s hedge fund sector will almost
certainly never rival the scale of that of its
giant neighbour to the south, but it is
currently enjoying striking success on a
number of fronts which, industry members
hope, will help to consolidate its position
both within the country’s domestic
investment structure and firmly establish it
on the global map as a focus of interest for
international investors and as a major hedge
fund service centre for the Americas.

The surge in commodity and energy
prices this decade has helped to awaken the
interest of investors worldwide in resources-
rich Canada, and hedge funds have taken
advantage of a booming market that has
seen extensive merger and acquisition
activity. Local hedge fund managers are
benefiting from allocations by investors from
outside the country, especially in Europe,
while managers abroad are increasing their
exposure to Canadian assets.

A D M I N I S T R AT I O N
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Meanwhile, Canada’s hedge fund services
industry is growing from strength to strength,
not only in Toronto, where a number of
leading international administrators have
joined a cluster of firms headed by the top
local player, RBC Dexia Investor Services,
but also in the newly-discovered financial
services centre of Halifax, Nova Scotia,
where Olympia Capital, Butterfield Fund
Services and Citco have all set up operations
in recent months.

Toronto, the home of the country’s leading
stock exchange and the main centre for
investment banking, remains the principal
focus of the hedge fund industry, although
Brad Taylor, global head of investment finance
and hedge fund services at RBC Dexia, points
out that the firm also has administration and
custody clients based in Vancouver and
Montreal as well as Calgary, the main hub of
the natural resources industry.

It also helps that Toronto is easily
accessible from the main centres of the US
hedge fund industry. Says Taylor: “Canada is
a stable democracy, well regulated, an hour’s
flight from New York and in the same time
zone. For institutional investors looking to
make bets in different global markets, it is
only a short step away from the US.
Investing in energy securities in Canada can
be more comforting than in securities whose
assets are in more volatile regions of the
world.”

Jim Buckley, head of global equity finance
at Scotia Capital, notes that in some
respects the Canadian market is less
developed than the US, for example in the
degree to which direct market access has
taken root, but he acknowledges that Scotia’s
ability to win business from European hedge
funds is boosted by its expertise in its
domestic market and ability to service
Canadian shares. “As funds are deploying
energy and mining strategies, we’re looking
to see how we can better service their
needs in these areas,” he says.

Buckley believes the Canadian hedge fund
industry is poised for significant growth in
the coming months and years. “Canada has
been lagging a number of other capital
markets in development, but we’re starting to
see a number of mainstream mutual fund
managers launch hedge products, an
important step in the market’s evolution,” he
says. “We’ve already got the independent
players that offer solely hedge products, but
we’re starting to see more and more people
looking to participate in the returns of the
hedge space rather than being constrained
by long-only strategies.”

Mark Purdy, chief investment officer of
Arrow Hedge Partners, a Toronto-based
manager of single-manager hedge funds and
funds of hedge funds, argues that
perceptions abroad of the Canadian hedge
fund industry have been assisted by a
number of factors, including a series of
international conferences and seminars
designed to raise the country’s global profile,
as well as the development of the Scotia
Hedge Fund Index.

Purdy, whose firm has seen its assets
under management nearly double from
CAD500m to more than CAD900m over the
past year, says: “The returns that managers
have produced, the fact people are
monitoring the Scotia index, and a series of
events in London, Zurich and Geneva over
the past year have really put Canada on the
map. The main focus for investors is energy
and commodities, which are still the market’s
shop window, but there are also special
situation investors interested in consolidation
opportunities.”

Industry participants acknowledge that the
impact of scandals such as Portus and
Norshield still weighs to some extent on
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domestic attitudes toward hedge funds, but
they believe a more rounded picture is
emerging. Taylor says: “Listening to
comments made by the governor of the
Bank of Canada and the minister of finance,
there seems to be an awareness of the role
played by hedge funds and the benefits they
can provide in the marketplace.”

Purdy notes that while there is plenty of
interest in alternatives among larger
institutions, hedge fund managers find it
more difficult to gain traction with pension
schemes in the bracket between CAD500m
and CAD3bn. “Some of the bigger institutions
are looking to bring single managers into
their hedge fund portfolios,” he says, arguing
that in the respect Canada is following a
pattern set in other markets. “The same
experience will happen here, it will just take
a bit longer. Those institutions that are
branching out into single-manager funds
tend to do so with managers outside
Canada.”

Meanwhile, Toronto is continuing to
consolidate its position as a centre for hedge
fund administration serving not only the
domestic industry but international clients,
following the arrival of global banks such as
UBS and Citigroup as well as specialist
hedge fund administrators like Citco. Notes
Taylor: “A number of US-based institutions
have set up shop in Toronto, where they can
access high-quality personnel at a
reasonable cost and close to the local
market. Some of them are offering services
to Canadian clients, while others are
servicing a US and offshore-based clientele.”

Toronto, he argues, compares favourably
in terms of living and business costs with
New York or London – it’s not even the most
expensive city in Canada, a title that these
days falls to Calgary – yet the city benefits
from a very high-quality infrastructure.
“Because of its geographical location close
to major US markets, it benefits from high-
quality transport links, and its cost base is
attractive for service providers used to the tri-
state area of New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut,” he says.

Raj Kothari, partner and leader of the
investment management practice at
PricewaterhouseCoopers in Toronto, argues
that the administration industry is still
essentially focused on the offshore hedge

fund industry rather than Canadian managers
– a reflection of the fact that many of
Canada’s 250-odd funds have less than
USD15m in assets and only a handful of
players have more than USD1bn. This acts
as a brake, he argues, on the development
of the kind of infrastructure found in the US,
or even in the Cayman Islands.

One of the factors that have made Toronto
attractive as a centre for hedge fund
servicing is the availability of qualified staff,
but industry players say this should not be
interpreted as abundance, and staffing raises
issues in Canada as much as in other
administration centres. Taylor says of RBC
Dexia’s competitors: “They are not only
looking to provide the same services as us
but they’re also competing for the same
talent pool.”

Kothari adds: “In the financial services
industry as a whole there is no shortage of
skills, but the hedge fund industry is much
more challenging because one everyone
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understands it. Because the industry doesn’t
have the critical mass of other financial
sectors, to attract the best and the brightest
becomes a challenge.”

He notes that while some of the smaller
Canadian administration firms are more
limited in their capacity to service larger and
more sophisticated funds, the influx of big
firms like Citco and UBS is bringing skills
such as the pricing of hard-to-value
instruments into the marketplace, drawing
upon the capacity of their offices elsewhere
in the world. This process, Kothari believes,
is already expanding the range of capabilities
available in Canada. 

“Finding high-quality talent is a challenge
in any industry,” Taylor says. “This industry
has a fairly constant innovation curve, which
makes it a challenge to find well versed
people to put in any role, but that’s not
unique to Toronto, it applies equally to New
York, London or any other major centre. But
Toronto does benefit from a well-educated
workforce, and in my view trying to find
people with the requisite skills seems to be
a little bit easier in the Canadian
marketplace.

“The specialist skill set involving hedge

fund knowledge and awareness is an
enhanced challenge we’re constantly dealing
with. To find and attract talent, we make sure
we offer an opportunity and a workplace
environment that will attract the right people,
but we also have an ongoing training effort
to bring people in the organisation up to
speed on new strategies and other
developments. We’re constantly educating
our people and maintaining their awareness
of innovation in the marketplace.”

The constant search for skills is
complemented by judicious deployment of
technology. “We’re spending a lot of time
and effort ensuring that we have very good
technology systems,” Taylor says. “We have
to develop and reproduce processes very
frequently, so we need the scalability to
manage a growing number of clients.” An
additional challenge, he notes, is the move
toward a shortened settlement cycle agreed
by the Canadian Capital Markets Association
and the country’s financial regulators, an
initiative much discussed in other countries
but that will soon be reality in Canada.

A number of fund administrators are
seeking to ensure better access to skilled
staff and keep costs under control by setting
up operations in Nova Scotia. In November
Butterfield Fund Services announced plans
to establish a new fund administration centre
in Halifax, which opened in March. The
venture plans to hire up to 60 people by the
end of this year and as many as 400 by
2013.

Olympia Capital, another Bermuda-based
administrator which opened its Halifax office
last August, expects to reach 35 staff in 2007
and is targeting 150 jobs by 2011, Meanwhile
Citco, which already employs 350 people in
Toronto, plans to add the same number at its
operation in Halifax, which will comprise
both an administration centre and a training
facility for the group’s employees throughout
North America.

Says Kothari: “This is an interesting
experiment known as nearshoring rather
than offshoring. Halifax is being boosted by
two factors, a common language in English
and understanding of the business model,
which makes it more accessible to the US
marketplace than, for instance, operations in
India. But the challenge in Halifax is
resources and skills. They are trumpeting the
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concept of nearshoring, but the question is
whether the skill sets will be available to
meet the demand if it becomes a big cluster.”

Financial incentives linked to the number
of jobs created have played a role in
attracting financial services businesses to
Nova Scotia. Says Buckley: “Various tax
advantages have helped to persuade
international administrators to locate there,
but the other factor is the availability of
accounting talent. There’s a lot of expertise
that can be used to provide fund valuations
and improved investor reporting.”

Adds Taylor: “Halifax is a large city with a
very strong and well-educated labour force. It
is also in a time zone very close to the US
East Coast and the offshore jurisdictions. It
isn’t one of the major Canadian financial
centres, but some large institutions have
back office facilities there, so it offers a skill
set and knowledge of fund administration
and some other capabilities. The interest is
driven in part by access to a highly-skilled
workforce at a reasonable price.”

Kothari is convinced that the outlook for
Canada’s hedge fund industry is positive,
with the prospect of significantly higher
levels of investment by both institutions and
individuals poised to benefit local managers
as well as administrators that can look
forward to a more substantial base of
domestic business.

“In the future huge amounts of cash will
need to find a home, and hedge funds will
become a more important tool for
channelling these funds,” he says. “The bad
memories of Portus and Norshield are fading
away, which can only be positive for the
industry. Hedge funds investing in the
commodities sector have shown good
returns recently, and investors are likely to
start looking more closely at these markets if
they have a feeling the equity markets have
peaked.

“One challenge to the hedge fund industry
everywhere in the world but especially here
is that Canadians are more prone to
examining the cost structure. When returns
are huge, no-one minds the cost, but when
returns are less stellar, people begin to look
at levels of fees. Another challenge is the
regulatory process regarding hedge funds
sales practices, and the new registration
requirements proposed in January that aim to

ensure fund managers have appropriate
capital and insurance, experience and
proficiency qualifications.”

Purdy is not convinced that establishing a
nationwide system of regulation for the
industry is either desirable or even possible.
“Hedge fund managers are currently
regulated through provincial jurisdictions,
and I’m not sure how much national
regulation would add from the standpoint of
investors, who are currently pretty well
protected as it is,” he says. “The efforts to
achieve common Canadian standardisation
of rules have been going on for a long time,
and it’s proved very difficult. We’ll see if they
can do it this time.” ■
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